
  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Friends of Sheldon Jackson Museum is dedicated to supporting the 

Sheldon Jackson Museum and its unique Alaska Native ethnographic 

collection through advocacy, acquisition and educational programming. 

 

Friends of 

Sheldon Jackson Museum 

2020 Newsletter 

Sheldon Jackson 

Museum Info 

Hours 

Please visit: 
museums.alaska.gov  

Admission 

− General $5  

− Seniors (65+) $4 

− Youth and Friends of 
SLAM and SJM Free 
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  Surviving 2020! 
It has been an “interesting year.”  Our annual meeting was February 15th just as warnings and 
precautions of the Corona virus began showing up.  In March we had our first monthly board meeting 
on Zoom.  We all miss meeting face to face, but the virtual meetings have gone off with only small 
glitches, thanks to our new secretary, Krystina Scheller who “hosts” our meetings and keeps us on 
track.   
 
Another new board member, Darlene Orr, attended two meetings unofficially earlier in the year, 
but has yet to be able to attend a face to face meeting as a board member.  Next year!   
 
In May, we lost the treasurer of the Friends, Jennifer Carter.  She moved with her family to Virginia.   
We miss Jennifer and are so grateful for her work sitting up many new innovations for our banking 
and light bookkeeping systems!  Lisa Bykonen who has been on the board for two years, took over 
seamlessly as treasurer and made sure we continued to have three signers for our bank account.  
Fred Olsen also a two-year member of the board willingly accepted to being a third signer.    
 
The summer that wasn’t a summer arrived and we did not have a replacement for Jennifer’s seat on 
the board.  As a seven-member board we had to function with six members since May.  In August we 
invited Inga Stromme to set in on our meeting September 4th.  She did, we asked if she would like to 
take the position and she agreed.  She was elected that day to finish Jennifer’s term ending in 
February 2021.  Welcome and thank you Inga!   
 
Another exciting event for the board was the arrival of the postcards used to illustrate the small 
booklet “Tlingit Legends” a popular item left over from the shop.  Jan Steinbright, long time member of 
the Friends board followed through on picking up the postcards and getting them to the museum 
where the process of gluing them in the books has begun.  The books have been available since the 
closing of the shop in the museum foyer for a suggested donation of $15.  Watch our Facebook page 
and website for dates when those will be available again.  
 
Our Office Assistant, Hannah Wolfe-MacPike returned to work after the summer off and hit the ground 
running.  She sent out the monthly e-letter, researched and recommended the purchase of a lap top 
enabling her to work from home and began work on PR for upcoming events. Our outdated PC had to 
go.  Robert Hoffman has donated his personal “old” computer to the Friends and made sure all data 
was transferred from the original to the new one.  Thank you, Robert!   
 
The Friends have a strong, hardworking board, but our inspiration comes from the amazing staff of 
the Sheldon Jackson Museum.  Jackie Fernandez-Hamberg, Curator, Robert Hoffman, Museum 
Protection & Visitor Services, and Sue Conrad, Museum Protection & Visitor Services Asst.  Jackie 
was a magician juggling the summer schedule for the artist in residents dealing with postponements, 
new dates, canceling flights and making sure the public would still see the artists.  Robert again came 
to the rescue in helping to make sure all the artists’ Zoom presentations went off smoothly. Sue made 
sure the visitors who wanted to come to the museum were scheduled, and made sure they had a safe 
and enjoyable visit to our world-renowned facility.   
 
Thank you to all the visitors who came to support us this summer and to all our members renewing 
their memberships and to those first-time members.  Your support is greatly appreciated!   
 
Please visit our website, https://friendsofsjm.com/  and join us in celebrating the Native cultures of 
Alaska!   
  
Rosemary Carlton, President Friends of SJM 
 

https://friendsofsjm.com/
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Fish Skin 

Jan Steinbright 

Among Alaska Native people, it is thought that to utilize every part of an animal taken for food is 
showing respect and in doing that, the animal will return again to the people for their sustenance. 

Fish, being one of the most important subsistence foods for all Alaska Native cultures, made it natural 
that the skin of these animals be used in a variety of ways to produce clothing and other utilitarian 
objects. The Athabascans of the Interior made clothes and beautiful containers complete with fin 
ornamentations for carrying and storage. The people along the coast made everything from parkas, 
shirts, boots, mittens, to sewing bags (housewives). Today, using fish skin to make art is an 
extension of the subsistence activities as dolls, earrings and masks are produced for the market. 

Tanning the skin takes strength and skill. All of the flesh has to be removed using a dull ulu, spoon, 
bone implement, or seashell. Traditionally the skin was made flexible by soaking in urine, but today 
lye or another soap or detergent is used. The skins are then worked for hours by hand, massaging 
and stretching them until the fibers break down. The scales may be removed but are sometimes 
retained for aesthetic purposes as they are beautiful reflectors of light. For the fish skin boots, the 
scales help provide traction when walking across the snow, ice, or slippery mud. Some artists color 
the skin using natural dye made from shredded alder or willow bark, which also helps in the tanning 
process.  

In spite of all the restrictions that have come with the COVID-19 pandemic, we were very fortunate to 
have two artists in this summer as part of the summer artists in residency program. One of them, 
June Pardue, shared her latest passion, that of fish skin tanning. Following in the footsteps of her 
ancestors, Pardue, an Alutiiq artist, has been experimenting with various tanning techniques and 
dyes to produce unusual colors and textures.   

 

Left: Some 
examples of fish 
skin clothing 
that are housed 
at the Sheldon 
Jackson 
Museum  

Photo: 
Jacqueline 
Fernandez-

Hamberg 

Right: P20-235 
Alaska State 
Library Alaska 
Purchase 
Centennial 
Commission 

Photo Collection 
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Alaska Native Artist Residency Program Update 

Jacqueline Fernandez-Hamberg 

We have had to make some adaptations to our programming, this past summer, but we continued to 
provide museum visitors and people all over the United States and the world opportunities to learn 
about Alaska Native art, traditions, and cultures through our long-running Alaska Native Artist 
Residency Program. Thanks to funding from the National Endowment for the Arts, private donors, and 
support from Alaska Airlines, Friends of Sheldon Jackson Museum brought two artists to the Sheldon 
Jackson Museum in July and August.  

The first artist-in-residence was Tsimshian carver and engraver, Abel Ryan. Abel has been an artist-
in-residence and an artist demonstrator many times and we were happy to welcome him back to work 
on his jewelry and give two artist talks on Zoom, including a fascinating presentation on how he has 
pivoted as an artist and parent coping with Covid-19. Abel taught the museum’s first-ever Zoom class 
– a formline design painting class for adults to create a traditional Tsimshian style formline wolf. He 
also taught a formline painting class just for 4H youth. In the class, children in a program focusing on 
intertidal sealife learned to paint a formline sea cucumber. Abel was the first artist at the museum to 
test the waters with Zoom and he did a wonderful job! Attendees at his programs included locals, people 
living elsewhere in Alaska and in the lower 48, and folks from as far away as Hawaii. He set the bar 
high!  

The second artist-in-residence was Alutiiq/Sugpiaq fish and gut skin sewer, basket weaver, and beader 
June Pardue. Pardue first established a relationship with the Sheldon Jackson Museum back in the 
1990s when she was researching Alutiiq grass socks in museum collections. She did not have access 
to any grass socks in Anchorage, where she was then living. Pardue called the museum to request any 
photographs of grass socks in the collection. Then curator, Rosemary Carlton sent her several images 
and Pardue made her first pair of grass socks based off of the photos. A few years later, she came to 
work at the Sheldon Jackson Museum as an artist demonstrator.  

While in residence in August, Pardue worked primarily on her fish skin sewing. She taught a 
phenomenal two-part Zoom class on making porcupine quill and fish skin earrings and gave two artist 
talks, including a talk on traditional Alutiiq sewing bags (Kakiwik). She shared samples of many fish 
skins she had tanned using a variety of natural materials and showed us some fun metallic-looking 
commercially tanned fish skins from Iceland.  

The next artist-in-residence at the museum was Tlingit regalia maker Pamela Johnson. Johnson is 
originally from Sitka and of the Raven/Coho clan. Her medium of choice is sewing garments, specifically 
traditional Tlingit button robes and vests. She enjoys sharing information about the crests she 
incorporates into her sewing and researching old photographs of regalia and representations of her 
family’s crests. She began making regalia in high school when she learned how to sew from her cousin 
Amanda Johnson and Carol Breece and found inspiration in elder Laurie Guthrie’s work. She enjoys 
making regalia for family and friends and has many ambitions. Johnson hopes to someday learn 
ravenstail weaving, how to engrave silver, carve traditional Tlingit style totem poles and eventually, 
make a house panel.  

 
(Continues on page 5) 
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Alaska Native Artist Residency Program Update (Cont.) 

When she is not sewing or teaching her daughters and friends and family members how to sew, Pam 
is busy working with youth in schools and at Tlingit and Haida tribal camps and working in an 
administrative capacity for tribal organizations. She is also focused on her studies and is currently 
enrolled in the Northwest Coast Art Program at UAS. Johnson’s 2020 residency at the Sheldon 
Jackson Museum will be her first artist residency experience.  
 
While at the Sheldon Jackson Museum, Johnson taught a regalia making sewing class on Zoom. In 
the class, students learned how to make a child-sized vest with an applique design using felt, bias 
tape, and abalone buttons. The class had 7 very eager participants.  

The Friends of Sheldon Jackson Museum are so pleased to have been able to continue such vital 
arts programming this past summer, despite challenging circumstances. Bringing Alaska Native 
artists from all over the state to connect with the public, teach and talk about their art forms and 
traditions, helps preserve traditional Alaska Native art forms and fosters understanding, 
appreciation and inspiration. The program also gives artists the opportunity to see artifacts made 
by their ancestors firsthand and enables staff to learn from culture bearers from all over Alaska. 
Stay tuned for more details on other upcoming artists-in-residence and related programming.  
 

above left: June Pardue with fish skin she 
prepared as well as some commercially 

tanned from Iceland.  

photo: Jacqueline Fernandez-Hamberg 

 

above right: Abel Ryan sketching 
during his Zoom talk.  

photo: Jaqueline Fernandez-
Hamberg  

below middle: Pamela Johnson Holding 
the vest that Pamela made while teaching 
the class.  

Photo: Jacqueline Fernandez-Hamberg 
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Museum interior prior to 1895 the Case and Draper 
Collection Alaska Historical Library.  

The Sheldon Jackson Museum in the Time of 

COVID-19 

Robert Hoffman 

What an atypical year this has been for us all! This time last year, tourists armed with cell phones and 
cameras were filing into the museum from the tour buses and tour ships. The gallery was full of the 
chatter of curious, appreciative, and fascinated visitors. Teachers were beginning to request items 
from our Hands-on Loan Program for use in their classrooms. We were gearing up for school groups 
with presentations and school programs. The Friends of Sheldon Jackson Museum organized a 
series of film screenings. Our Curator was presenting children’s weekend activities. We could not 
have even imagined then what a turn things would take as the result of this global pandemic. 

On March 24th, the Sheldon Jackson Museum staff were instructed to begin telecommuting to work 
due to the COVID-19 health mandates established by the Governor as well as the City of Sitka. As 
we worked from home and watched the Governor’s mandates daily, it was unclear when we would 
return to work in the museum.  

Because the numbers of COVID cases in Alaska are relatively lower than other states, Alaska did not 
go into full lockdown. Yet the restrictions that were put into place required systematic reopening 
plans. 

As the State began phased reopening for businesses, The Alaska State Museum and Sheldon 
Jackson Museum began developing phased reopening for both State museums. Staff returned to 
work on June 8 for two weeks before partially reopening to the public. 

We care for your safety! What you can expect when you visit the Sheldon Jackson Museum: 

• Sneeze guards at the Admissions desk 

• Cash-less transactions 

• Face masks required 

• Social distancing 

• (optional) Plastic gloves for opening drawers 

• Hand sanitizer 

For safety reasons, public programs have been postponed. Artists-in-residence demonstrate at a 
table equipped with a sneeze guard, and classes and workshops are not in person. 

We are currently open four days a week, Wednesday through Saturday from 12 noon to 4:00pm. 
Winter rates: $5 Regular, $4 Senior (65 and up), free for Youth (18 and under). 

You will be welcomed by health-conscious staff who are able to give you even more personal 
attention. Most days are quiet and you will have almost no distractions. We hope you come and visit! 
It’s a great place for family and friends. 
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The Surrealists sought to liberate themselves from 20th-century European and American conventions 
and readily identified with Western Eskimo (Yup’ik) expressions of transcendence using them as 
inspiration in their own art.  When artists in the movement such as André Breton, Max Ernst, Roberto 
Matta, and Leonora Carrington arrived in the United States in the 1930s and ’40s, they were attracted 
to the powerful visual language of the Yup'ik mask tradition. The imagery allowed this avant guarde 
group of artists to explore more deeply their already established interests in mysticism, dreams, and 
the subconscious. They were very interested in dream imagery, which they understood to be a 
premise of Yup’ik masks as well as the Northwest Coast Indian art they also avidly collected. 

Margaret Carrigan writes: “Intrigued by the shamanistic ritualism and transformational aspirations of 
Yup’ik mask making, the Surrealists found new ways to express their own interest in dream imagery, 
mysticism, and psychic exploration.” 

Andre Breton collected and organized exhibitions of Alaskan art. The group published articles 
seeking to bring wide interest to these indigenous expressions. But it is thought by many today that 
ironically, in bringing their admired new specimens out of the shadows, they separated them yet 
further from their original cultural contexts.  

We see this today with many artists who are not from a certain cultural tradition copying the work of 
that tradition. The work may be finely executed but there is a sense of something missing. It is that 
rich cultural context which gives a firm and meaningful foundation to the imagery. 

 

 

Yup'ik Masks 

Collected by the 

Surrealists  

Jan Steinbright 
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Whenever I work at the museum and 
have the opportunity to introduce the 
Sheldon Jackson collection of artifacts to 
the public, I make sure to emphasize the 
Yup'ik mask collection, telling the visitors 
that it is a world-class assemblage. Many 
museums from Alaska and outside have 
borrowed from Dr. Sheldon Jackson's 
compilation for special exhibitions and 
research. Yup'ik masks are unique in the 
world of ethnographic studies but were 
also revered and appreciated by the 
larger art world, in particular, the 
Surrealists who were part of a cultural 
movement which developed in Europe in 
the aftermath of World War I 
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Become a Board Member!  

The Friends are seeking a new board member to join our amazing board! Board members join in on 
monthly board meeting which are currently held through Zoom as well as serving on committees. 
They are a friendly face during events and help with answering questions regarding the Friends. 
Perspective board members can expect to help with hosting events such as our Annual Meeting, our 
Silent Auction which helps provide funds for the Native Artist Residency Program, as well as other 
fundraising events. If you or someone you know is interested in joining our Board of Directors please 
contact us at friendsofsjm@gmail.com or calling us at (907)747-6233.  

Zoom Winter Lecture Series 

With the COVID pandemic still in effect the 
Friends will be hosting our annual winter lecture 
series virtually this year. Thanks to Zoom we will 
be able to have more ability to host more 
lecturers or demonstrators. The Friends have put 
out an open call for folks to apply. The use of 
Zoom gives the opportunity to have viewers that 
aren’t even in Sitka, as well as the ability to have 
a more diverse pool of applicants that may not 
be able to travel to demonstrate.  

The Friends Updates 

Silent Auction  

We are still planning our Friends Silent Auction 
for early spring 2021. Funds from this event will 
support the annual Native Artist Residency 
program. Welcome are donations of art, 
photography, books, and jewelry especially with 
the theme of Alaska and or Alaska Native. 
Donations can be dropped off at the Sheldon 
Jackson Museum during operating hours. For 
information on hours please visit 
museums.alaska.gov.  

  

mailto:friendsofsjm@gmail.com
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July 21st at 2pm 

 

 

 

 

Summer 2020 Museum Conservation Activities 

By State Museum Curator Ellen Carrlee 

In July of 2020, Alaska State Museum conservator Ellen Carrlee visited the Sheldon Jackson 

Museum with intern Steph Guidera, a graduate student in conservation at SUNY Buffalo State 

College. Steph spent several days repairing a collection of late-19th century model fish traps, mainly 

from villages on the Yukon and Kuskokwim rivers. Ellen consulted on risk mitigation for the upcoming 

roofing project as well as developing a conservation review for future gallery refurbishments. Next 

summer, a new roof will be installed to remedy the moisture-trapping current roof, and match other 

roofs on campus. Did you know there is another intact roof below the steel spokes of this one? 

Nonetheless, re-roofing in the rainforest can be tricky…anyone remember when the tarps blew off the 

State Archives in 2009 and soaked that collection? Objects in the Sheldon Jackson Museum gallery 

will be lovingly protected from leaks. The State Department of Transportation project manager 

stomped on the roof while we watched carefully to see what kind of dust might be generated by 

roofing activities. Robert Hoffmann helped lug ladders around to plan how we can reach various 

areas with lightweight plastic tarping and Lisa Bykonen even visited us from retirement to review 

records from the previous roofing project many years ago. 

Ellen is also working with SJ staff and the exhibits team in Juneau to plan a much-needed 

refurbishment of the galleries. This team effort will address a number of longstanding needs such as 

improved case lighting, addressing wear-and-tear on the vintage cases, and updating labels. Ellen 

was documenting conservation issues such as outdated exhibit mounts, undersized supports, and 

other vulnerabilities. For example, the cables and monofilament line used to hang kayaks, garments, 

and other items is now almost 40 years old. Over time, these lines become brittle from age and 

weakened from bearing weight. Replacing them will re-set the clock and prevent previous objects 

from falling if an old line snaps. 

Logistics for the gallery refurbishment will be challenging. Most likely, a phased approach will be 

necessary due to practical and financial reasons. Exhibits staff Jackie Manning and Aaron Elmore will 

need to plan several trips from Juneau, along with strategic preparation of exhibit materials in their 

well-equipped shop. How many exhibit cases can be safely deinstalled and stored at one time? If the 

insides of cases need to be painted, several weeks of off gassing are necessary to make sure 

airborne pollutants do not harm our collection. Reaching the cables on the hanging kayaks will require 

a lift…difficult to maneuver inside the gallery! Perhaps we can be creative with the timing of the 

refurbishment of the inner ring of study cases…if one or two were removed for upgrades, that would 

give elbow room for the lift. Dozens of such details need to be identified and shovel-ready when we 

seek funding. 

This conservation visit was generously funded through a collection’s management grant from the 
Rasmuson Foundation. Ellen intended to bring two graduate students, but with pandemic restrictions 
only one was able to spend time in Alaska this summer. The grant money was subdivided, and Ellen 
intends to return next summer with another intern to continue planning the gallery refurbishment and 
start upgrading exhibits. She will begin by addressing the hanging woven mats on the walls that are 
held by unsightly Plexiglas tabs. These pieces of plastic put uneven stress on the delicate old plant 
materials (cedar bark on the Northwest Coast mats and grass for the Yup’ik mats) 

(Continues on Page 10) 
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  Summer 2020 Museum Conservation Activities (Continued)  

Newer mounting techniques involve carefully stitching a soft cotton sleeve long the upper back edge 
to evenly and invisibly hang the mat on a rod. Existing slantboards will be kept, as the neutral fleece 
facing on those boards provide gentle friction to help distribute weight and support over the entire 
surface area. 

Our museums have an outreach mandate, and Ellen provides conservation advice and information to 
other museums and the general public. She can be reached at ellen.carrlee@alaska.gov. 

 

Above Left: 
Conservation intern 
Steph Guidera works 
to repair a model fish 
trap. Here, she is 
separating fragments 
of root lashing from 
insect debris of a 
long-ago infestation.  

 

Right: 
 Drawer of repaired 
model fish traps in 
the collection’s 
storage room 

 

Above Right: 
 Museum Protection 
and Visitor Services 
Assistant Robert 
Hoffmann helps 
determine which 
ladders might reach 
our highest kayaks, 
both for roof 
replacement 
mitigation and later 
gallery 
refurbishments. 
(Spoiler alert: not this 
ladder). 

 

mailto:ellen.carrlee@alaska.gov
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It is with sadness we report we have lost one of the most dedicated Friends volunteers we have ever 
had. On August 30th 2020 Betty DeCicco passed while living in the Sitka Pioneers Home. 

In 1986 Betty DeCicco made a trip to Alaska that eventually changed her life and touched the lives of 
many, many others.  She visited Alaska on a cruise ship with a stop in Sitka.  She saw Sheldon 
Jackson College and Sheldon Jackson Museum and mentioned how impressed she was to her son 
who worked for the Presbyterian Church. He had heard of the college and was aware of their 
Volunteers in Missions (VIMS) program.  It was an appealing prospect for Betty who had retired, so 
in 1994 she returned to Sitka and began her life of volunteerism.  As a VIM for SJC, Betty 
coordinated the Elderhostel programs among other duties. 

By the summer of 2000 Betty began volunteering for the Friends of Sheldon Jackson Museum.  She 
primarily worked in the shop as a friendly, knowledgeable sales person helping to arrange displays 
and doing inventories.  She also assisted whenever there was a reception or special program.   

Betty volunteered at various times for the National Park Service, Pioneers Home Gift Shop, White 
Elephant, Visitors Bureau, Alaska Day Committee and Salvation Army but always maintained her 
interest in the Museum.   

Following a brief move to Seattle in 2014-2015, Betty was back home in Sitka.  The time had come 
for the Friends to revive the “greeter” position at the museum.  For the 2016 and 2017 seasons, 
Betty sat in the museum’s foyer with a table, Friends membership forms, museum brochures and her 
welcoming smile!  She provided visitors with information on the Museum, Sheldon Jackson School, 
Sitka and a multitude of other aspects about her beloved Sitka.  She continued to help with 
receptions and lectures and could always be counted on to be part of the audience! We will miss 
seeing her and the always interested expression on her face in the audience. 

 

In Memory of 

Betty Decicco 

Rosemary Carlton 
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Friends of Sheldon Jackson Museum 

Board of Directors 

• President – Rosemary Carlton 

• Vice President – Jan Steinbright  

• Treasurer – Lisa Bykonen 

• Secretary – Krystina Scheller  

• Member at Large – Inga Stromme  

• Member at Large – Fred Olsen Jr.  

• Member at Large- Darlene Orr 

 Friends of Sheldon Jackson Museum 
907.747.6233 ● FriendsofSJM@gmail.com ● www.FriendsofSJM.com  

 

Friends of Sheldon Jackson Museum  
104 College Drive  
Sitka AK, 99835 

Sheldon Jackson Museum Staff 
Curator of Collections              

Jacqueline Fernandez-Hamberg 
 

Museum Protection and Visitor Services 
 Robert Hoffman 

 
Seasonal Staff  

Sue Conrad  
 

Museum contact: (907) 747-8981 

Website: museums.alaska.gov 

YOU should volunteer for the Friends because… 

• It’s convenient! 

• It’s fun! 

• You are appreciated! 

• It’ll support the Museums programs! 

Volunteer Opportunities: 

• Help with fundraising projects 

• Join a committee 

• Bake treats for receptions 

• Help with special events 

• Be a museum greeter (summer) 

• Write for the newsletter 

• And more… 

Show your interest in volunteering and learn more by 
contacting us at 747-6233 or friendsofsjm@gmail.com 

Help steer our future – become a volunteer 
 

 

tel:9077478981

